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Scott Hansen is the self-proclaimed Mad Color Scientist behind the wheel at Blue Nickel Studios. His 
favorite pasttimes as a child included paper pop-out diaromas and that coveted 64 color box of Crayola 
crayons.  Later in the exploratory years of junior high, he took Woodshop and Home Ec where he learned 
that working with fabric was just a bit safer than working with wood. (This was before the advent of the 
rotary cutter, mind you). 

 
Scott designed his first quilt at 14. After that he did more typical teenage activities like learning to drive, 
working, college, and figuring out how to talk to girls.  He found the girl of his dreams after college, and 
has been married to his wife, Linda, also an artist, for over 30 years. They settled down in the countryside 
northeast of Seattle, Washington and raised three kids and numerous chickens, ducks, cats, and one dog. 
Scott kept planting trees as well, just slightly faster than the local deer were able to mow them down, as he 
has always  been a child of the forest. His constant fascination with trees shows up in his designs often. 
Scott and Linda recently moved to cottage nestled in a quiet glade in the middle of an evergreen forest on 
Whidbey Island (still in Washington State).  They now have trees and salt water surrounding them on their 
deliciously primordial mystical island. 

 
That first quilt he designed as a teenager traveled with him, and after collecting a few vintage quilts, Scott 
picked up the quilting bug again and has been playing with fiber and color ever since. He has had many 
quilt patterns published in a numerous quilt magazines since 2008.  He has been running his blog 
www.bluenickelstudios.com since 2006 and been self-publishing patterns since 2012. His "Painted Forest" 
quilt pattern has become a classic pattern now, but he has plenty more modern "Urban Folk" quilt patterns 
via his website and Etsy.  He has designed two lines of modern batiks for Banyan Batiks as well.   
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